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MEETING MILES  

by John Clare* 

__________________________________________________________ 

[This an excerpt from the piece “Meeting Miles (and Gil)” in John Clare’s book Take 
Me Higher, published by Extempore. It first appeared in The Sydney Morning 
Herald, 27 April, 1988,  with the title ‘Sketches of Davis, the Great Innovator’. ] 
 

 did not want to meet Miles Davis. Miles Davis would surely be rude to me, thus 
confirming the impression I had gained that he was a notably unpleasant man. A 
jazz critic had once approached him and confessed, ‘I’ve been listening to that 

record you made in 1948 and I’ve just realised how great it was.’ Miles Davis said, 
‘You should have heard it at the time,’ and walked away. No, I didn’t want any of that. 
It might even taint the music in some homeopathic way. 
 

 
 
Miles Davis: the essence of cool…PHOTO CREDIT FRANCIS WOLFF 
 
Bob Dylan once declared, ‘Miles Davis is the essence of cool’. There is a Dylan 
description somewhere of Miles on stage, and it is possible that there was some 
attitudinal influence. Dylan constructed his persona from many sources. Cool you 
may keep. Likewise heroes. Talent, and even genius—specially genius—is a poor 
guide to character. 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

*John Clare has written on diverse topics for most major Australian publications. He has 
published four books: Bodgie Dada: Australian Jazz Since 1945; Low Rent; Why 
Wangaratta?: Ten Years Of The Wangaratta Festival of Jazz; and Take Me Higher.  His 
blog is at http://johnclare.extempore.com.au 
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The Sydney Morning Herald sent me to interview Miles—at the Sebel Town House 
in Kings Cross in 1988—because their rock critic Lynden Barber was ill on the day.  
Cold feet? Lynden had been the initial choice, and a smart one, because their jazz  
critic had never shown any interest in contemporary music. I applauded that 
decision, but in the end I was glad they had sent me—not least because their jazz 
critic walked out when they did not send her and they were so happy with my 
interview that they asked me to take over. Previously they had used me to cover the 
occasional avant garde event and had assumed that was all I was interested in—jazz-
wise at any rate. Of course I had been writing for the Herald for some time on other 
topics. 
 
I was sorry for the ex-jazz critic, but the narrowness of her coverage had been a 
disgrace. 
 
There was of course a time when I had heroes, including Miles, Dizzy Gillespie, and 
the fighter Sugar Ray Robinson, and would have been excited to meet these or 
others. And there is still a fantasy Miles, a fantasy Diz and a fantasy Sugar Ray, but I 
have long ceased to care what any of them were really like. 
 

 
 
Miles Davis on the Robert Herridge Theatre: the incredible sound seemed to be 
beamed through the trumpet from somewhere else... PHOTO COURTESY 
ARTVOICE.COM 
 
When he was a hero, Miles appeared in 1960 on the Robert Herridge Theatre, a 
regular TV forum of the arts. John Coltrane, Gil Evans and other highly significant 
figures were with him. John Davidson and I jumped into his green Austin A4o and 
raced out to Malabar, where John knew a girl whose family had a television. When 
they opened the door we nodded and rushed past them and changed channels, 
though their daughter was not in. This is what hero worship combined with the 
tyranny of distance will do to a young man. 
 
Miles was very small and his wide open eyes roved behind the bell of his trumpet like 
a wary night creature’s. The incredible sound seemed to be beamed through the 
trumpet from somewhere else. Coltrane was much taller and seemed further away, 
but his grave mesmerising sound enveloped us. Guest Rage programmers sometimes 
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choose an excerpt from that appearance. Many are gripped by the intensity of these 
men’s presence, whether they are interested in the music or not.  
 
Speechless in Malabar, we got up, nodded and left. 
 
The parents also remained silent. 
 
Miles Davis seemed even smaller in person. While I was making a mental note of 
what he was wearing—very loose fine cotton shirt and pants, printed in a muted 
profusion of colours—his sunglasses lowered and I was fixed by the most startling 
eyes I had ever seen. The whites were flawless, as if they were made of milky glass. 
They were shaped like a panther’s. And then they were gone. 
 
In an attempt to dispel any notion that I was a jazz critic fixated on his past, I asked 
about his recording of Cindy Lauper’s Time After Time. But my question was over-
complicated. The eyes appeared again and he said ‘What?’ and I thought I was gone. 
Now watched from behind the shades, I rephrased it. He sat down, and for what 
seemed like minutes, drew on a pad in texta colours. 
 
‘Well, she made me choose it,’ he said at last. ‘The way Cindy Lauper sang it had a lot 
to do with it. I liked the structure of it. And the words. That’s all. When I hear 
something I like it seems it grows on me.’ 
 
I watched him draw and though I was now sitting beside him while he leaned 
forward over his pad he knew I was watching. Suddenly it didn’t seem to matter what 
I asked. It felt very companionable. I remarked that more than all the hard bop bands 
in the 1950s he seemed to be able to get a distinctive band sound and a level of 
interaction that made it something much more than a series of fiery solos. 
 

 
 
For what seemed like minutes, Miles drew on a pad in texta colours… PHOTO 
COURTESY BLACKFILM.COM 
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‘That’s not what it’s all about,’ he said. ‘They have pieces for technicians. Wynton 
Marsalis does a good job of that. Dizzy Gillespie. And Harry James [I knew that he 
was a big Harry James fan but forgot to pursue it]. That solo music, you know, some 
white people can do it. They get a black rhythm section and they sound like they’re 
doing it. But it’s just the style of the piece. That’s the way I play. And cuttin’ into the  
rhythm section. Or like a medium groove. As long as you can sit on it. I’ve had 
Martelo Mario makin’ my clothes for years. I have him alter it and he says now it 
looks like you own it rather than you stole it. In broken English of course.’ 
 
I smiled and Miles then began laughing softly and rocking from side to side on his 
leather lounge chair. I watched him draw, wondering whether we ought to sort out 
that strange run of non sequiturs. I personally didn’t care. I knew exactly what he 
was talking about through all the changes of direction, yet I would find it hard to 
explain. At any rate, he just kept talking and drawing. 
 
‘When I went to see Leontyne [Price, the opera singer] I said ‘Leontyne, do you waste 
any phrases?’ She said, ‘No’. You see, if you gonna waste a phrase, you shouldn’t even 
start it.’ 
 

 
 
Leontyne Price: if you gonna waste a phrase, you shouldn’t even start it… 
PHOTO COURTESY BING.COM 
 

In the late 195os, Miles Davis had created the soundtrack for Louis Malle’s film 
Elevator To The Scaffold. Many people seemed to have heard it, or seen the film and 
been struck by the music, so I asked about this. He told me that it had been done in a 
single night in Paris, watching scenes and then improvising the music. Then I 
mentioned the then-recent film Siesta. 
 
‘Well, they picked me because of [the album] Sketches of Spain,’ he said. ‘I picked 
Marcus Miller because Marcus can write in any style. It was the same approach. We 
watched the film and the director said, ‘I want this here, you know, in the church play 
something churchy and you have to connect certain things. It’s the same approach.’ 
 
Despite his rather tiresome observations about what white people can’t do and 
despite having been hit over the head by a cop for loitering outside a club where he 
was playing, Miles has always hired musicians he wanted, regardless of skin pigment. 
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August 25, 1959: Miles, pictured here bleeding, was charged with assault and 
disorderly conduct after being hit on the head by a police officer outside a club 
where he getting some fresh air between sets…PHOTO COURTESY GETTY IMAGES 
 
‘I don’t think like that—what colour a guy is—unless I write something. You know, I 
tell Adam my keyboard player sometimes, ‘You’ re white and the way you play 
sometimes you rush things, you just gotta relax and see where the top of the melody 
is and stay under it.’ 
 

 
 
Gil Evans (right) with Miles Davis in the studio… PHOTO COURTESY 
JAZZINPHOTO.WORDPRESS 
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‘Sometimes I take Gil [Evans] to my recordings and he’ll be sitting on the floor beside 
me while I play and he’ll pull my shirt [at this point Miles tugged his shirt and leaned 
down to listen to the imagined Gil], and he’ll say “a white man can’t play a funky run 
in this setting” and he tells me, “better play it yourself’ or he’ll say “don’t play too 
many tonics”.’ 
 
The effect of this was startling. Miles was incapable of imitating anyone’s voice, 
having been left with a husk of sound after shouting at a club owner after a throat 
operation, yet Evans seemed to be there. 
 
Evans had died only months before the interview. A white man who had been born in 
Australia, he was of course the great arranger who had collaborated with Miles on 
some of his most powerful and also popular recordings. I had agonised over whether 
I should mention him, but Miles had now brought him strangely into the room. 
 
Still playing his invisible trumpet, he pulled again at his shirt, as if Evans had 
reached up from the floor. ‘Wha..?’ he barked, looking down, in mock irritation. 
Playing too many tonics. After a while this became quite spooky. It was also funny. 
Miles caught me stifling a laugh, then he started to laugh himself. Sitting down, 
slapping his hands on his knees and rocking wildly, he laughed and laughed for what 
seemed five minutes, like a little boy. 
 
Of course I mentioned Duke Ellington. Miles had once said that on a certain day all 
musicians should get down on their knees and thank Duke. But on this occasion he 
seemed to rate Gil Evans more highly. 
 
‘Duke wrote for such recognizable individual voices,’ he said, ‘that it was a powerful 
strength but also a limitation. It made him less flexible than Gil, who was really 
writing for studio musicians [who could make their styles more neutral]. You don’t 
hear any contrary motion in Duke.’ 
 

 
 
Duke Ellington: Miles had once said that on a certain day all musicians should get 
down on their knees and thank him...PHOTO COURTESY WFMU.ORG 
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And yet, in the months while he was dying Gil Evans listened to nothing but Duke 
Ellington. 
 
We talked for some time, and unfortunately the tape is lost, but it had ceased to be an 
interview. I asked if he still used the same mouthpiece, just for the hell of it. I knew 
he did from recent photos. But he confirmed that he did and told me it was made for 
him by a German instrument maker in his home town of St Louis. For no reason at 
all he said that the Cab Calloway trumpet section could not play triplets. 
 

 
 
Cab Calloway: his trumpet section could not play triplets… PHOTO COURTESY 
WFMU.ORG 
 
I was incredulous.  ‘You mean triplets on the beat or triplets over two beats?’ He 
didn’t answer but repeated, ‘They couldn’t play triplets!’ and once more rocked with 
laughter. 
 
There were many things I had meant to ask but they had somehow evaporated. 
Finally Miles said, ‘Is that it? You got anything more you want to ask?’ I told him that 
I had been listening to his music so long I had nothing really to ask. ‘I think I 
understand what you mean,’ he said, lowering the shades again and staring at me in 
silence. Then uncannily he pulled out the drawing that had most intrigued me [I had 
asked questions about several of them]. ‘You like this?’ he said, signing it to ‘To 
John—Miles D’, and tearing it off. 
 
Later the local publicity people told me, ‘He really enjoyed that. He wanted to keep 
talking.’ 
 
And people had been waiting. I walked out with my rolled up drawing, about a metre 
off the ground and smiling. I saw the anxiety lift from the 2JJJ people who were 
waiting to go in. Apparently their first question was, ‘How did you get interested in 
synthesisers?’ His reply: ‘Why do you want to know that, child?’ 
 
I wish they hadn’t told me that. He had suddenly decided to be Miles Davis. 
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Drummer and composer Phil Treloar (pictured here) said, after the interview 
appeared, ‘you spoke with Mozart’…PHOTO CREDIT MARGARET FREDERICKSON 
 
After the interview appeared, drummer and composer Phil Treloar said, ‘You spoke 
with Mozart.’ I felt that way too, but the most vivid memory I have is of Miles Davis 
laughing and laughing at the memory of his old friend. 
 
Actually they loved each other—there was a rumour that it had been physical for a 
while—and their work together took the form of a long concerto, with only one 
possible soloist. Evans loved the way Davis’s improvisations could float in space, 
delaying the resolution to the tonic. Explaining how important Davis’s unique sound 
and imagination were to his writing, Evans once said: ‘I told Miles, “Oh man, am I 
glad you were born!” 
 

 
 
Colin Friels said inexplicably that Miles was the best actor he had ever worked 
with…PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST.COM 
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Making the absurd Australian film Dingo, Miles was the paragon of professionalism 
and co-operation (Colin Friels said inexplicably that Miles was the best actor he had 
ever worked with, and the two became friends), until he suddenly decided to be Miles 
Davis. Thenceforth he was utterly unbearable.  
 

 
 
Miles Davis: who knows what he would have been like in a second encounter?... 
PHOTO CREDIT MICHEL COMTE 
 
There is so much wonderful Miles Davis on record. Some of it is blithe, compact, 
subtle. Cool. Some of it is overwhelming. I will always listen to all of it. I am glad I 
met Miles Davis. Who knows what he would have been like in a second encounter? 
I’m glad that never occurred. 
 


